Speech + noise = confusion: misperceptions arising from the interaction of
speech and babble masker components.
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It is well established that the effect of competing talkers on
speech intelligibility cannot be explained in terms of energetic
masking alone [1, 2]. The additional loss of intelligibility is
often attributed to informational masking, but the individual
processes that jointly result in this effect are less well understood. One aspect of informational masking can be formulated
as the allocation problem. How do listeners segregate speech
fragments from the target talker that survive energetic masking
from a multitude of salient competing speech fragments? In this
work we aim to identify the role fragment misallocation plays in
generating confusions in babble noise by identifying listeners’
most likely spectro-temporal segregation given their reported
percept.

Figure 1: Masker (MP) and Target Proportions (TP) for each
misperception, along with their marginal densities.
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3. Results and conclusion
Figure 1 shows all misperceptions in the corpus in terms of target and masker proportions together with the marginal densities
for both maskers. The figure is partitioned into four quadrants
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2. Methods
This study is based on a subset of the robust misperceptions corpus [3] involving babble maskers. In total 1057 misperceptions
were studied in 4- and 8-talker babble. The most likely segregation was identified using the fragment decoding technique
[4]. Originally developed for robust speech recognition, fragment decoding produces the best time-frequency segregation as
a byproduct of the recognition process. To keep computation
tractable the decoder requires the spectro-temporal plane to be
partitioned into a number of regions such that each region originates from a single source. This fragment partitioning is done a
priori using oracle knowledge to identify regions with positive
local SNR for each source (including the target) in the mixture.
The decoder returns the set of fragments that best explain a listener’s reported percept through forced-alignment.
By considering the origin of each fragment in the best segregation we can characterise the type of misallocation. Allocation errors can involve incorporating masker fragments (Type
I) or excluding available target fragments (Type II) from the
speech hypothesis. We define Target Proportion (T P ) as the
combined area (in spectro-temporal pixels) of target fragments
included in the best segregation divided by the total area of target fragments surviving energetic masking. Masker proportion
(M P ) is defined in a similar fashion for the fragments stemming from background voices. M P > 0 indicates a Type I
error while T P < 1 indicates the presence of a Type II error.
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based on the type of allocation error involved. The table below gives the counts and proportions of misperceptions in each
quadrant for both maskers. A key finding of the current analysis is that misallocation seems to play a role in most misperceptions. Cases involving no allocation errors (Q1), which are thus
entirely attributable to other factors (e.g energetic masking) are
relatively few. The large proportion of cases in Q3 and Q4, indeed 80% and 98% percent for BAB4 and BAB8 respectively,
suggest that most confusions involve incorporating masker fragments to some degree. This involvement does not necessarily
need to be large, as suggested by the marginal distribution of
M P . At the same time the fact that T P < 1 for many misperceptions suggests that listeners are unable to make use of all
available target fragments in most of the cases. At T P ≈ 0
a cluster of cases represent an interesting subset of misperceptions where no target fragments were used. These cases most
likely correspond to listeners reporting a salient word from one
of the background talkers in its entirety. Most of these cases
stem from BAB4, probably because the smaller fragments produced by BAB8 are unlikely to convey word level information.
We conclude that misallocation plays an important role in generating misperceptions and as such can be considered an important component of informational masking.
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